
Automotive Services
Tools for dealers, lenders and industry 
service providers that drive profitable 
results in today’s economy

CONSUMER INFORMATION SOLUTIONS



Marketing Origination Account Management

Selective acquisition of the right new 
customers is the key to growing your 
portfolio while maintaining profitability. 
Our marketing suite helps you 
accurately target consumers that meet 
your criteria and keep abreast of their 
changing credit capacity:

 Prescreen 
  True-In-Market Propensity (TIP) 

Scores
  Financial capacity including 

aggregated credit

Underwriting loans requires a 
skillful balancing act of conducting 
comprehensive due diligence while 
streamlining the process for 
cost-efficiencies:

 Credit files
 Verified income and employment
  Auto industry-specific risk scores
 Credit capacity index
  Red Flag and OFAC compliance

Analysis of key segments on a day-
to-day basis provides actionable 
insights for early treatment of troubled 
accounts. Our account management 
toolset helps you keep pace with the 
ever-changing dynamics in  
your portfolio:

 Portfolio review
  Score migration triggers
 Employment indicators
 Skip locate tools
 Collections monitoring

Automotive solutions that profitably grow  
your business :
 Identify high propensity consumers

 Verify income and employment

 Leverage industry-specific scores

  Reduce fraud

Reach the right prospects



Introducing Equifax True-In-Market 
Propensity (TIP) ScoresTM 

Traditional prescreen tools help you spot qualified consumers 
based on credit or other attributes. TIP ScoresTM show you their 
propensity to actually open your account, along with their likelihood 
of defaulting. It’s your new competitive advantage in the race for 
new business.

Make a great offer to a consumer with a higher propensity to 
open an auto loan, and you're more likely to win their business. 
The problem is, pinpointing this prized audience has been near 
impossible—until now.

TIP Scores can help you identify individuals who are showing 
behaviors of being in the market for the auto loan products you’re 
offering. TIP Scores leverage credit file attributes to identify in-the-
market consumers even before an auto loan inquiry appears.

Using proprietary Equifax credit risk data and advanced analytics, 
our TIP Scores can identify lower risk accounts with higher open 
rates to help you:

  Target customers who are most interested in your offers

 Tailor your campaigns to your desired audience

   Strengthen offers by mailing only those who are more likely to 
open a new account

  Effectively promote different products to segmented audiences by 
using bad rates or open rates as identifiers

 

TargetPoint Triggers
Gain a competitive edge by quickly identifying new prospects 
and existing customers who may be in the market for a vehicle 
purchase.

TargetPoint Triggers are an intuitive prescreen service that enables 
you to quickly identify new sales opportunities, both prospects and 
in existing books of business to drive incremental revenue. 

 Gain the insight you need to respond quickly to consumer trends.

 Quickly identify consumers with “in-market” behaviors.

  Overlay True In-Market Propensity (TIP) Scores to find consumers 
most interested in your product. Consistent, refined risk 
definitions across models and products.

These event-based credit triggers pinpoint consumers with 
indicators for items such as:

 Increased credit activity

 Recent inquiries on a new line of credit

 Approaching final payments on a loan

 Address changes

There's been a 49% increase in new auto loan 
originations over recession lows. Want to get more 
business? TIP Scores identify consumers most likely 
to open an auto account.



Identify lower risk consumers with a high 
propensity to open

Auto TIP Score – Open and Bad Rates
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Open Rate 0.16%     0.50%     0.83%       1.16%     1.61%       2.13%      2.77%      3.51%      4.50%        7.58%
Bad Rate 4.01%     5.41%     5.46%       4.87%     4.36%       3.39%      2.80%      2.03%      1.69%        1.89%

TIP Scores identify 
consumers with a 
higher propensity to 
open, and who are 
less likely to  
go bad in the first  
12 months.

Drive a 7X increase 
in your marketing 
response rates 
by identifying 
consumers who 
are showing both 
propensity and in-
the-market credit 
activity to open an 
auto account.



Instant verified income and  
employment - 24/7
As the largest provider of income and employment information, 
our service rapidly verifies current employment and income 
information online to improve loan decisioning and reduce 
default risk.

The Work Number® maintains current employment information 
on more than 50 million consumers, updated directly from 
employers. Our database also includes over 160 million 
historical payroll records, enabling you to see established 
employment patterns across your applicants. Searchable by 
SSN, The Work Number database delivers critical information for 
instant stipulation clearance or on-the-spot financing decisions.  
It enables you to evaluate re-emerging consumers on more than 
a credit score alone, and lend to a wider range of applicants 
with confidence. For employment information not available 
instantly, our team of verification specialists fulfills employment 
verifications in just days. For additional transparency into 
household income on both employed and self-employed 
borrowers, Equifax offers a suite of income solutions that rapidly 
vet the consumer's ability to pay: IRS tax transcript, annualized 
income, and personal income models are just a few.

We've listened to our auto industry clients and have developed 
simple, instant "yes/no" indicators of employment and 
confirmation of stated income range—services priced to  
match your risk tolerance.

VERIFICATION SERVICES

  Instant Verification of Employment & Income (The Work Number®)

  Researched/Manual Verification of Employment & Income 

  Confirmation Direct

  Employment Indicator

  IRS Income Verification (4506-T)

  SSA Identity Authentication

  Automated Deposit & Asset Verification (VODA) 

For more information, go to  
www.Equifax.com

Verify income and employment

Why Verify Income?

In a recent research study, Equifax found that almost 
34% of funded auto loan borrowers overstated their 
incomes by 15% or more. Auto loans where the borrower 
has overstated their income have a 4x higher likelihood 
of default than loans underwritten using verified income.



Equifax offers a suite of true-name 
and synthetic fraud solutions to protect 
lenders from fraud
Our fully integrated tools for Red Flag and OFAC regulatory 
requirements mean you don’t have to take time away from the 
sales floor to worry about special compliance programs. The 
unmatched quality of Equifax data helps drive acceptance rates 
with your key lender channels. 

Auto lenders heavily rely on instant credit applications for 
new business, and the steady increase of borrowing from 
auto banking and finance sources has provided additional 
opportunities for fraudulent and compromised accounts. Unique 
to the industry, Suspicious ID spans millions of accounts 
through a massive network of financial services and related 
industries and analyzes behavioral patterns in real time, 
detecting suspicious and fraudulent activity and providing a 
basis for assessing the determined risk. The result is a powerful 
layer of fraud prevention and a renewed sense of assurance for 
auto lenders and borrowers.

By levering Equifax's vast repository of consumer information, 
Suspicious ID:

  Provides rapid analysis of spikes in suspicious application 
data, catching questionable attempts or high-risk applications 
upon account opening in real-time

  Reduces the common problem of "false positives" that 
appear when a customer's information is entered incorrectly

 Improves fraud capture rates

 Decreases need for manual review

Reduce identity fraud

Synthetic identity fraud is committed 
by combining both real and fake 
identifying information to create a 
fictitious identity. True-name fraud 
involves the identity theft of an 
actual person's true information.
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For more information, please contact:
800-879-1025

www.equifax.com/automotive

Contact Us Today
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